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It is not only the Greek Goddess Maia who celebrates her festival this month, from 08 to 23 May the Dublin
Dance Festival (DDF) rolls out another impressive line-up of both national and international dance artists for
the country to enjoy. This year’s festival is inspired by the title of Raimund Hoghe’s work, Young People, Old
Voices. Interestingly the Roman poet Ovid has written that the month of May is named for the maiores, Latin
for “elders“, with June being named for the iuniores, or “young people” (Fasti VI.88).

Among the many highlights will be Re-Presenting Ireland, performances from junk ensemble, David Bolger,
Jean Butler and Rex Levitates. Other special events include the Arts Council / RTÉ’s Dance on the Box with
David Bolger, Cindy Cummings, Fearghus Ó Conchúir and John Scott. If you have not already booked your
tickets please do so soon, as capacity is limited and you do not want to miss out. Booking for these events can
be made at www.dublindancefestival.ie. 

Of course it is not just the DDF setting the dance agenda for May, as ever we carry details of our members’
diverse activities, including news from Kerry Youth Dance Theatre, Dance Theatre of Ireland, Echo Echo Dance
Company, Legitimate Bodies, Dublin Youth Dance Company and Youth Ballet West. We also announce the
latest DARI workshop led by Henry Montes.

In addition we invite you to join us for studio showings at DanceHouse from Mariah Maloney and the students
of the MA in Traditional Irish Dance, University of Limerick. 

The new Dance Ireland membership year will begin
on 01 June 2010.

The past year has been one of further transformation
and continued challenges for our organisation and for
dance in Ireland. With this in mind, our purpose is
stronger than ever – to support and resource the
formation, practice and development of dance artists
and to promote, develop and celebrate the diversity
of dance practices throughout the country.

Your membership provides not only a vital source of
income for Dance Ireland but you are also adding to
the support network for professional dance in Ireland.
With our growing numbers, the statistics show that
DANCE COUNTS.

Membership of Dance Ireland gives you access to a

resource of advice and support to help you negotiate
the difficulties that lie before any creative venture. We
can help you avoid common pitfalls, tighten the focus
on grant applications and even suggest alternate
avenues of funding to help you to realise your
potential.  

Over the coming month you will receive a Dance
Ireland membership form. By completing this form,
and returning it to us with your subscription, you are
not only supporting dance in Ireland, you are adding
your voice to a wider community and making dance
matter.

We look forward to, and thank you for your continued
support in 2010/11.

INTRODUCTION

For more information on the 2009/2010 Bursary Residencies visit www.danceireland.ie
and check out our What’s On section.

DANCE IRELAND 2009/10 BURSARY RESIDENCIES

Muirne Bloomer & Emma O’Kane
26 April – 07 May

Ailish Claffey 
24 May - 04 June

News

DANCE IRELAND MEMBERSHIP 2010/11
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DANCE IRELAND PROGRAMME

DANCE RESEARCH READING & 
DISCUSSION GROUP
Pilot project coordinated by Antje Schneider
Tuesdays, 6 - 8pm
04 & 18 May
infodanceresearch@gmail.com

Supported by Dance Ireland and co-facilitated by
GradCam (Graduate School of Creative Arts and
Media).

MA IN DANCE PERFORMANCE: IRISH
TRADITIONAL DANCE  
07 May @ 6pm
DanceHouse
Booking: 01 855 8800 
reception@danceireland.ie 

Following the successful presentation of work by
students from the MA in Dance Performance:
Contemporary Dance, we are delighted to present a
selection of work from their colleagues on the MA in
Dance Performance: Irish Traditional Dance. For further
information, visit: www.irishworldacademy.ie. 

INTERNATIONAL GUEST TEACHING 
RESIDENCY 
Mariah Maloney
10, 11 and 17 to 21 May
10 - 11:30am
DanceHouse
€7 for DI members / €10 for non-members
Studio showing: 20 May @ 5pm

Mariah Maloney is a New York-based performer,
choreographer, and teacher working throughout the
United States, Canada, Europe and Asia. From 1995-
2002 she performed as a featured dancer with the
Trisha Brown Dance Company creating original roles
in Brown’s Music Cycle and performing Trisha’s
legendary repertory. Today she continues her
relationship with the company serving as an
international guest artist and a director in re-staging
repertory. Maloney earned a BFA from Purchase
College and a MFA from Hollins/ADF. She currently
serves as an assistant professor at SUNY Brockport.

This contemporary technique/repertory class is
designed to facilitate a balance of total body
connection and personal expression, as well as full
access to internal and external space. Class begins with
a warm-up and moves into improvisational scores
designed to give dancers access to Maloney’s musically
driven repertory, class concludes with repertory phrase
work. Dancers are guided to access quiet subtlety as
well as full-out, high intensity dancing. 

Mariah will hold a studio showing of her Irish Solo:
Turas (thruss) on Thursday 20 May at 5pm. Irish Solo:
Turas (thruss) began on a Sunday afternoon in
Dublin’s Temple Bar where she witnessed three
musicians playing vigorously on a tiny corner stage.
This vibrant solo dance is infused with the mood,
rhythms and textures of Traditional Irish Music played
by Lad Lane.

MASTERCLASSES @ DANCEHOUSE IN
ASSOCIATION WITH DDF
Yvonne Rainer
12 May
10am - 12noon
€12 Dance Ireland members / €14 non-members

This masterclass is a once in a lifetime opportunity to
take class with Yvonne Rainer, the world famous
dancer, choreographer and filmmaker. Yvonne will
teach parts of her 1966 signature work, Trio A. If you
missed her the last time she was in Ireland (at
University of Limerick in 2001), now’s your chance to
learn from a living legend. This masterclass is open to
professional dancers and those studying dance. 

Vicky Shick
13 & 14 May
10am - 12noon
€12 Dance Ireland members / €14 non-members

Vicky Shick is renowned as a dancer, choreographer
and teacher. This class seeks to prepare an articulate,
alert and neutral body, ready for precise dancing with
intricate co-ordinations that will be worked on
collectively. Beginning with a straightforward,
continuous warm-up that relies on the use of release,
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alignment, momentum, weight and strength, the
goals will be to achieve clarity, simplicity of
movement and attention to detail. This master class is
open to professional dancers and those studying
dance.

Booking for both workshops can be made by
contacting Dance Ireland on 01 885 8800 or
reception@danceireland.ie. 

MODUL-DANCE / EUROPEAN DANCE
HOUSE NETWORK (EDN)
Open call 
Deadline for applications: Friday 21 May @ 5pm

Dance Ireland is a member of the European Dance
House Network and partner in the exciting new
Modul-Dance programme, 2010 to 2013. This pan-
European project involves 18 other dance houses and
organisations and will commence later this year. The
objective of Modul-Dance is to work towards how
best to assist independent dance artists achieve their
ambitions - encouraging risk-taking, innovation and
culturally diverse practice – and concurrently develop
new audiences for dance, in a sustainable and
responsible manner.

Through Modul-Dance, several artists will have access
to dance facilities in different parts of Europe with the
aim of developing a self-sufficient artistic career. 

The basic criteria for selection are:

l Documented evidence of previous work; 

l Demonstrate how being part of the Modul-Dance
project would make a meaningful difference to
the artist’s career; 

l Artists should be prepared to research and
develop a new work idea;

l Artists should show a clear commitment to
participating for the duration of their involvement
(which could be for a period of up to 2 years, exact
details to be agreed with the selected artist). 

Dance Ireland wishes to hear from Dance Ireland
professional members interested in being shortlisted
for consideration. It is our aim to facilitate one Irish-
based dance artist for the period 2010-2011. Final
selection will be made collectively by the Modul-
Dance members in June. 

For more information, please contact Audrey
Houdart on 01 884 8101 or 
email: audrey.houdart@danceireland.ie.

MENTORED CHOREOGRAPHIC LAB
(MCL) 
Phase 1: 24 - 28 May 
Phase 2: 27 September - 08 October 
Open to Dance Ireland professional members only

An evolution of the Irish Choreographers’ new works
platform (ICNWP), this is a 3-week mentored
choreographic lab for choreographers wishing to
investigate their creative process. Mentor for this year
is Peter Boneham, former Artistic Director of Le
Groupe Dance Lab, Ottawa, Canada. 

The choreographic lab will consist of two distinct
phases:

1 First phase from 24 to 28 May: Peter Boneham will
meet the interested choreographers collectively
and individually.

2 Second phase from 27 September to 08 October,
with the selected choreographers.

Peter has been invited to attend morning class taught
by Shannon Cooney during phase one. Dance Ireland
strongly recommends all those interested in
participating in the MCL to take part in the morning
class. Shannon has worked extensively with Peter
throughout her career and will impart her knowledge
of his technique through her teaching. 

If you are interested in taking part to the first phase in
May, please contact Audrey Houdart on 01 884 8101
or email: audrey.houdart@danceireland.ie. 

Mentored Coreographic Lab
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Yvonne Rainer 
RoS Indexical / 
Spiraling Down – 
May 11 & 12 – 
Project Arts Centre

May
8 — 23

BOOKING: 01 672 8815
WWW.DUBLINDANCEFESTIVAL.IE

1582 871 6: 0GNIKOOB
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INTERNATIONAL GUEST TEACHER
Shannon Cooney 
24 - 28 May
10 - 11:30am
DanceHouse
€7 for DI members /€10 for non-members

Shannon Cooney, Canadian choreographer and
dancer based in Berlin, Germany, returns to
DanceHouse to teach professional morning class
from 24 to 28 May. Shannon received a B.F.A

Honours/dance at York
University in 1992. Her
choreographic work began in
1993 and has been presented
in Canada, Europe and in the
UK. She danced with Toronto-
based Dancemakers (1994-
2006), artistic director Serge
Bennathan, which toured
extensively nationally and
internationally. She has
worked with several
choreographers including;
Benoît Lachambre, Kim Itoh,
Peter Chin, Marie-Joseé
Chartier, Peggy Baker and

Louise Bedard. She taught in 2009-2010 for: Meg
Stuart/Damaged Goods, Co. Toula Limnaios, Sasha
Waltz and Guest’s and Tanzfabrik in Berlin, for CND
Lyon and CDC Le Pacifique in Grenoble, Circuit Est in
Montreal, Dancemakers in Toronto.

INTERNATIONAL GUEST TEACHER 
Elizabeth Corbett 
31 May to 4 May 
DanceHouse

Elizabeth Corbett, former principal soloist with Ballet
Frankfurt, makes a welcome return to Dance Ireland.
In addition to teaching morning ballet
class, Corbett will offer afternoon workshops based
on the Forsythe Improvisation Technologies.

Corbett draws from a broad range of dance
influences and experiences including her work with
Forsythe, De Keersmaeker, Joffrey Ballet, School of
American Ballet and Marjorie Mussman. She was a
charter member of Forsythe’s Ballet Frankfurt. She has
been teaching ballet, Forsythe repertory and
improvisation technologies for The Forsythe
Foundation and independently internationally for a
number of years.

Five Ways to Drown

Date: Saturday 08 May & Sunday 09 May 
Venue: Project Arts Centre – Space Upstairs
Time: 8pm
Tickets: €22 / €18 (conc.)
www.dublindancefestival.ie

Dublin Dance Festival presents junk ensemble’s

‘junk ensemble have guts and ingenuity’ The Irish Times

The living room strewn on the front garden for all to see.

Five Ways to Drown looks into the interior of peoples’ lives
and exposes the sadness, the absurdity and the banality
through vignettes of dance and installation. In this public display 
of the private, the choreography of everyday life becomes 
extraordinary. Continuing junk ensemble’s explorations of how 
spaces can be reinvented, Five Ways to Drown creates a different 
perspective on live performance. 

Choreography and creation: junk ensemble 
Visual and Lighting design: Aedín Cosgrove
Sound Composition/Design: Denis Clohessy
Producer: Richard Wakely
 
Performers: Lee Clayden, Patty Doyle, Joshua Dyson, 
Jessica Kennedy, Megan Kennedy, Mary O’Connor

Five Ways to Drown is a Dublin Dance Festival Commission 
and supported by The Arts Council, Dublin City Council and 
Dance Ireland. junk ensemble are part of Project Catalyst. 

www.junkensemble.com

Absences
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RE-PRESENTING 
IRELAND 2010

14, 15, 21 & 22 May
Mixed Bill 1 @ 1pm
Mixed Bill 2 @ 3pm
DanceHouse
Tickets: €10 (€15 for Mixed Bill 1 & 2 on same day)

MIXED BILL 1
LIV O’DONOGHUE
This Woman I Met
Choreography and performance: Liv O’Donoghue

This woman I met begins with a female dancer precariously balancing on a chair in
near darkness. The soundscape is provided by the continuous commentary of a male
comedian as he mocks and humiliates the woman to his amused and captivated
crowd. The text gives way and creates space for a simple piano piece which provides
a strong contrast to the comedic voice. This allows dancer and choreographer Liv
O’Donoghue to explore the complexities and contradictions within her character.
Through a strong sense of lyricism and poignant emotive choreography, This woman
I met is a simple yet powerful exploration of vulnerability, human survival, personal
realizations, and the power to move beyond perceptions.

DANCE THEATRE OF IRELAND 
Handle With Care
Choreography: Robert Connor and Loretta Yurick
Performers: Mirjam Gurtner, Cosimo de Tommaso, Iker Arrue, and Laura Vilar

Handle with Care, a new quartet by Robert Connor & Loretta Yurick, was created with
dancers Mirjam Gurtner, Cosimo de Tommaso, Iker Arrue and Laura Vilar in research
rehearsals in November 2009. The new work is underpinned by reflections on the
many transformations of love, our vulnerabilities and ecstatic states and the fine line
between love and loss, life and death. Connor & Yurick have touched on these
themes in previous works, now given central focus through a vocabulary that
infused with both personal and motional passion.

ELENA GIANNOTTI
The Crow
Choreography and performance: Elena Giannotti

Elena Giannotti presents a short solo titled The Crow created as part of a series of
dances under the name One Girl B.A.N.D. 

For this particular work Elena takes inspiration from the diversity of world literature
around the figure of the crow and creates a personal movement language enclosed
into a semi-narrative story.

Suspended by a delicate thread of emotions, the solo unfolds between the narrative
and the abstract, tracing a free flow of physical obsessions and nomadic dreams. The
spatial structure of the dance emerges from the bare physical forms created
following a script. The crow mirrors the restless nature of the dancer’s internal
motives. The piece is an endless reach to a point of dissatisfaction that revolts into
a point of departure.
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-Presenting Ireland a showcase initiative of Culture Ireland, Dance Ireland and Dublin Dance Festival (DDF). Now in its
rd year, Re-Presenting Ireland will again showcase the work of six companies whose work is representative of the
ength and diversity of contemporary choreography in Ireland. The Mixed Bills serve as a platform for Irish and Ireland-
sed choreographers to introduce their work to a local and international audience and continue to be an important way
which DDF and Dance Ireland nurture home-grown talent. A panel discussion will take place on Saturday 15 May at
0pm, following Mixed Bill 2. Featuring Irish choreographers and international programmers, the panel will explore
rspectives on international touring. The panel will be moderated by Madeline Boughton of Culture Ireland.

MIXED BILL 2
ISELI-CHIODI DANCE COMPANY 
>Me Seeing You<
Choreography and performance: Jazmin Chiodi and Alexandre Iseli

Collaborating with visual artist Elaine Hurley, Jazmin Chiodi and Alexandre Iseli
generate strong partnering dance in a piece where video and recorded political
discourse emphasize the artificial aspects of performance, questioning the universe
that video, light design or stage settings can create. Elaine Hurley’s two channel
video installation contains a muted gestural language that contrasts with the live
performance. While incorporating voyeuristic layers of looking, it also challenges and
highlights the tensions between viewer and performer, and perception of time and
place. >Me Seeing You< brings our attention to the essential beauty of dance that
resurfaces after the skeleton of the show has been taken apart. Human movement
then becomes inviting, and brings the spectator back to his/her own physical
sensations and memory…

ANGIE SMALIS
The Lightly Fragranced Solo
Choreography and performance: Angie Smalis

The exploration of movement in given space refers to procedural knowledge and
observation. 3 thought experiments – 3 single momentary events – 3 practical
experiences of my natural world.

It is a journey rather than a destination. And it is unique: it progresses at different
rates, every stage has something to offer and there is no right way to travel. And
for that I need to consider several factors to decide what is best for me. My idea is
to dance these little persons alive. It is a lonely piece. I know now how it is to
crystallize my emotions, not only celebration but loneliness, too. Every love must
pass through loneliness I said to myself. And I love it, and I love them. Oh, it also
smells good.

IRISH MODERN DANCE THEATRE 
Actions
Choreography: John Scott
Performers: Marc Mann and Michael Snipe Jr.

Actions, Irish Modern Dance Theatre’s latest work is a physical conversation between
two individuals in empty space. Two outstanding male dancers, thrillingly battle
through space with invigorating athletic dancing and physicality. They merge and
break apart – the painful coming together – and breaking up is the generator for the
movement. Actions uses text and sound, the dancers alternately throwing their
bodies together then fragmenting into threads of raw movement. 
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ARTS COUNCIL & RTÉ DANCE 
ON THE BOX
TV Screenings RTÉ 1: 17 - 21 May 
Meeting House Square: 21 & 22 May @ 10pm
Free admission

Over 900,000 viewers were attracted to the eight
dance films commissioned by the Arts Council and
RTÉ’s Dance on the Box initiative and premiered on
RTÉ television during Dublin Dance Festival in 2006
and 2008. Also screened in the open air in Meeting
House Square, Temple Bar, the films went on to travel
to festivals in Africa, Australia, Europe, South America
and the USA.

Following up on that success, the Arts Council and
RTÉ are delighted to come together again for a third
season of RTÉ Dance on the Box. Four short films have
been commissioned, by the choreographer/director
teams of David Bolger & Conor Horgan, Cindy
Cummings & Oonagh Kearney, Fearghus Ó Conchúir
& Dearbhla Walsh and John Scott & Steve Woods.

COISCÉIM DANCE COMPANY
Swimming with my Mother 
19 & 20 May
Project Arts Centre
Tickets: €16 / €13 Concession 

Deep End Dance, a short dance film written and
choreographed by David Bolger has been chosen for
production for the Arts Council/RTÉ’s Dance on the
Box. Produced by WildFire Films and directed by
Conor Horgan, it will be broadcast on RTÉ 1 in the
week of 17 May and screened in Meeting House
Square on 21 and 22 May at 10.00 pm.

Swimming with My Mother, a new work-in-progress
for Dublin Dance Festival choreographed by David
Bolger, will run at Project Cube on 19 & 20 May.
Performed by David and his mother Madge Bolger
Swimming with My Mother unites them on stage for
the first time in this intimate and heartfelt duet.

David is also a panel participant at Dublin Dance
Festival’s symposium: The Many Bodies of
Contemporary Dance. Drawing together the

numerous strands of this year’s festival programme,
this debate runs at DanceHouse on 19 May at 1pm.

CoisCéim BROADREACH, the company’s dance
awareness programme, has a full agenda this month.
Led by Eddie Kay, participants in The Choreography
Project have spent the last month working creatively
together exploring and devising new choreography.
There will be an informal presentation at CoisCéim
Studio on 15 May, 6pm & 16 May, 3pm.

Dance Arias: a celebration of dance and opera for
people aged 50+ is in progress with weekly classes at
venues across Dublin. Presented with Dublin City
Council’s Arts, Sport and Leisure, and Community
Development sections as part of the Bealtaine
Festival, Dance Arias will culminate in a free, public
performance on 30 May, 3pm at The Round Room,
adjacent to the Mansion House. 

Philippa Donnellan, Director of CoisCéim Broadreach,
will lead a creative dance workshop for all the family:
My Museum: Movement in Time at the National
Museum of Ireland, Collins Barracks, on 16 May at
3pm. For further details contact 01 677 7444 or visit
www.museum.ie. 

COLIN DUNNE
Irish Step dance workshop
The Ark, A Cultural Centre for Children
Tuesday 18 & Thursday 20 May @ 6pm
Tickets: €10 (Full Price) / €8 (Concession)
www.ark.ie

Join Colin Dunne at The Ark for an interactive
workshop in Irish step dance. These workshops are
suitable for children and families who want to gain an
appreciation of how to move to Irish music in a
relaxed and fun way. You will learn some basic steps
and will be encouraged to make some of your own,
while also learning about timing and rhythm. You do
not need dance shoes but do bring comfortable
footwear with a soft sole.

Colin Dunne is a leading figure in the world of
traditional Irish dance, contemporary dance and
theatre. Since performing internationally as the

COMPANY NEWS
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principal dancer in Riverdance, he has created a highly
individual style of performance and teaching. 

DANCE ARTISTS IN REGIONAL IRELAND
(DARI)
Henry Montes Workshop
Siamsa Tíre, Tralee 
05 June, 11am - 6pm
06 June, 10am - 5pm
DI members: €25 - 1 day / €40 – 2 days
Non-members: €30 - 1 day / €50 - 2 days

Catherine Young will host the first DARI series of 2010
at Siamsa Tire, Tralee with invited guest tutor Henry
Montes. Montes is a freelance dance maker,
performer and teacher. He has performed for many
independent choreographers and companies in New
York and Europe. Henry is currently a member of
Siobhan Davies Dance. He studies Yoga and the
Alexander Technique and is a registered Craniosacral
Therapist.

The workshops will run over 2 days and comprise of
professional morning class and afternoon workshops
in movement and choreographic explorations.

For more information/booking contact 
Catherine Young on 087 266 0012 or 
email cath_young@hotmail.com. 

DANCE THEATRE OF IRELAND   
www.dancetheatreireland.com

Dance Theatre of Ireland is on the road in May with
BLOCK PARTY! They perform at Shawbrook’s Beech
Party Festival, in Longford on 27 May and will also
tour South Korea for two weeks beginning 31 May,
where the Company will be performing for the Busan
International Dance Festival, as well as dates in
Pohang and Ulsan, supported by Culture Ireland. Over
8,000 people saw BLOCK PARTY! last year.

Dance Theatre of Ireland is pleased to host a special
one-day informal performance on Sunday 02 May

with Casebolt and Smith, a contemporary
dance/theatre duet company from Los Angeles
(USA). Their work focuses on gender, gesture, and the
union of the political and the personal. The
performance will take place at 4 pm at the DTI Centre
for Dance in Dun Laoghaire. Liz Casebolt and Joel
Smith will teach a Master Class at 11am.

DUBLIN CITY COUNCIL 
Dance Bursaries 2010 
Deadline: 14 May @ 5pm
www.dublincity.ie/RecreationandCulture

Dublin City Council invites applications from artists
who wish to be considered for a dance bursary of
€4,000 towards studies at an advanced level or the
development of work/professional skills.  Artists,
resident in Dublin City Council’s administrative area,
can apply for a bursary in Visual Arts, Music, Dance,
Drama and Literature. One bursary will be awarded in
each discipline. Deadline for receipt of applications is
5pm Friday 14 May; only applications in hardcopy
form will be accepted.

Application forms, guidelines and criteria may be
obtained by contacting: The Arts Office, Dublin City
Council, The LAB, Foley Street, Dublin 1. Alternatively
contact Maura Carty on 01 222 7850 or by emailing
maura.carty@dublincity.ie. 

DUBLIN DANCE FESTIVAL
08 – 23 May 
www.dublindancefestival.ie

Dublin Dance Festival opens on 08 May with an
Opening Night that you won’t want to miss. Following
the premiere of junk ensemble’s Five Ways to Drown
(you’re a lucky person if you’ve got tickets to that),
join us at Meeting House Square, Temple Bar for
Bumper 2 Bumper – the ultimate headphone disco.
With Phantom 105.2 providing the tunes, all you’ll
need are an FM radio and headphones and your
dancing shoes! Bumper 2 Bumper starts at 9pm and is
for over 18s only. What better way to warm up for the
rest of the Festival.

And what a Festival it will be – you won’t want to miss
the legendary Yvonne Rainer’s two newest works, RoS
Indexical and Spiraling Down on 11 & 12 May at
Project Arts Centre. Some of you may already have
had the chance to work with New York
choreographer and dancer, Vicky Shick. Her work,
Repair, featuring dancer Jodi Melnick (who’s also
dancing in Rex Levitates’ Secondary Sources), will be a
choreographic, visual and musical treat. 

Sisters Caterina and Carlotta Sagna bring two very
Basso Ostinato
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different works to DDF. If you’re excited by mixing
dance, theatre and existential conversations, then
Caterina Sagna’s Basso Ostinato is for you – meet
three Italian men at the end of a meal and allow
yourself to be drawn in as they talk, smoke, drink and
dance together. Carlotta Sagna’s work AD VITAM offers
another perspective on the internal lives of people in
a work that is intimate and powerful.

Tickets are selling fast for Soledad Barrio and Noche
Flamenca on 23 May, our closing night – so get yours
now. Don’t forget that Dance Ireland members get
10% off when booking full price tickets by phone or
in person. 

And if you love dance, then you can make a big
difference to the festival by becoming a Friend of
DDF. All new contributions will be matched by the
Dublin Street Lane Challenge grant, so your
friendship is worth twice as much. Find out more and
join us today at www.dublindancefestival.ie/become-
a-friend-info.

ECHO ECHO DANCE 
THEATRE COMPANY
Ripple Affect
12 - 14 May @ 8pm
Touring
www.echoechodance.com

Echo Echo’s performance season continues with a
small tour of the North West of Ireland and the return
of the beautifully warm and poetic production Ripple
Affect.

Directed by the company’s full time Artistic Director,
Steve Batts, the show features five international
dancers Ayesha Mailey, Emily Welther, Maite
Larraneta, Siobhan Simpson and Leilani Weis.
Alongside breathtaking music performed live by the
awesome Henry Girls.

Echo Echo’s Ripple Affect was last toured in early 2009
when it accrued the company’s highest audience
figures to date. 

Echo Echo also welcomes two exciting and talented
dance companies to its studio for Guest Dance Double
Bill on 05 May. California-based duo Casebolt and
Smith will perform as part of their UK tour alongside
another chance to see Irish company Legitimate
Bodies’ Hanging in There.

For touring information or to book a ticket, visit
www.echoechodance.com. 

FIDGET FEET AERIAL DANCE COMPANY
Irish European Aerial Dance Forum
07 – 13 June
www.fidgetfeet.com/aerial-dance-forum

Following three successful Aerial Dance Forums with
Dance Ireland at DanceHouse, Dublin between 2008 -
2010, Fidget Feet is delighted to announce the first
ever Irish European Aerial Dance Forum (IEADF) at An
Grianán Theatre, Letterkenny (Donegal) from 07 to 13
June. 

Aerial Technique Classes and Aerial Labs will be
taught by Chantal McCormick, Lee Clayden and
Jennifer Paterson from Fidget Feet, Lindsey Butcher
from Gravity & Levity and Jacques Bertrand from Cie
Drapés Aériens. This Forum is a unique opportunity to
experience the joy of dancing in the air and will
include classes for beginners through to advanced
aerial dancers and circus aerialists.

This IEADF is a collaborative event between three
extremely successful Aerial Dance companies, which
takes place in three different Countries. The French
leg of the Forum, which is being hosted by Cie Drapés
Aériens, takes place from 05 to 18 July in La Baule,
France and the final and third leg of the Forum,
hosted by Gravity & Levity takes place in Brighton, UK,
27 to 30 August.

To book a place on the Irish leg of the Forum, contact
Sheenagh Gillen at sgillen@onstage.ie or
0851271102. For those who need help deciding on
what class they are physically able for contact Chantal
McCormick at Chantal@fidgetfeet.com or
0857411098.

FITZGERALD & STAPLETON
The Work The Work 
21 & 22 May 
The Chocolate Factory 
www.chocolatefactorytheater.org

Fitzgerald & Stapleton will be company in residence at
the Obie Award Winning Chocolate Factory Theatre
New York from 02 May to 22 May, thanks to the support
of Dance Ireland (International Exchange/
Choreographic Services Award) and Culture Ireland. 

Ripple Affect
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In 2009 with support from the Arts Council, we visited
New York where we met with director of the
Chocolate Factory Theater Brian Rogers. Rogers has
invited the company to be the theatre’s first
international commission. Over a three week period
Fitzgerald & Stapleton will create a brand new
choreography The Work The Work which will premiere
on 21 May. The Work The Work debates the interplay of
individuality, power, capitalism and gender within
current Irish society. The production will also feature
moves, performed by Fitzgerald & Stapleton, from
internationally celebrated choreographers including
Xavier Le Roy (Germany), DD Dorvillier (New York) and
Michael Kliën artistic director of Daghdha Dance
Company; so many thanks to all choreographers
involved for their offerings.

The Work The Work would not be possible without the
hugely generous support of Dance Ireland, Culture
Ireland and the Chocolate Factory Theatre to whom
we are extremely grateful. We hope to have the Irish
premiere of this show in September!

In other news, Fitzgerald & Stapleton’s recent work
Starvin - supported by the Arts Council - has been
included on the syllabus at Illinois University’s Dance
Programme ‘Contemporary Directions/
Contemporary Dance’. We hope to tour Starvin
nationally in late 2010. You can find the
choreographic score for Starvin, which is
commissioned by Daghdha Dance Company, online
at www.choreograph.net. 

JEAN BUTLER
Day
19 – 22 May
8pm (Saturday matinee 2.30pm)
Abbey Theatre, Peacock Stage
Tickets: €22 / €18 Concession 
Matinee: €20 / €17 Concession

Dublin Dance
Festival and the
Abbey Theatre are
delighted to co-
present Jean Butler
in an engaging new
work by Tere
O’Connor.

Jean asked Tere to
create this solo for
her, one which
departs from her
long history and
training in Irish
Dance. Entitled Day,

the piece explores the ways we come to know a
person beyond the narrative of his/her life. It
questions how much we can really know someone
and if our projections constitute our knowing more
than the actual truth.

Day was commissioned by the Abbey Theatre.

JUNK ENSEMBLE
Five Ways to Drown
08 & 09 May @ 8pm
Project Arts Centre
Tickets: €22 / €18 Concessions
www.junkensemble.com 

junk ensemble’s world premier of Five Ways to Drown
will open the Dublin Dance Festival on 08 & 09 May.
Five Ways to Drown is a Dublin Dance Festival
commission and will perform at Project Arts Centre
Upstairs at 8pm. 

junk ensemble have been commissioned to make a
new work in Aix en Provence, France in July 2010. junk
ensemble are part of Project Catalyst at Project Arts
Centre. ***** The Irish Times 

'Cunningly elusive...highly memorable imagery' The
Scottish Herald

'All we want is to sneak in closer' Irish Theatre Magazine

junk ensemble gratefully acknowledges support from
The Arts Council, Dublin City Council, Dance Ireland
and studio support from CoisCéim Dance Theatre.

LEGITIMATE BODIES DANCE COMPANY 
Hanging in There
05 May @ 8pm
Echo Echo Dance Theatre Company

On Wednesday 05 May Nick Bryson and Damian
Punch are delighted to present Hanging in There in
Derry/Londonderry for the first time. This is thanks to
an invitation from Echo Echo Dance Theatre
Company. They will feature in a double-bill
programme with dance/theatre duet company
Casebolt & Smith (USA). This is a moment they have
been anticipating since the inception of the work.

You(th) Share is a platform and opportunity for youth
dance from across Ireland taking place in The Midlands.
Legitimate Bodies welcome youth groups from Kildare,
Waterford, Longford and Limerick to take to the stage
with Offaly Youth Dance on 22 May at 7pm. Legitimate
Bodies would like to thank Birr Theatre and Arts Centre
for further support of dance in Birr with this showcase
for young contemporary dancers.Jean Butler
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REX LEVITATES
Secondary Sources
15 & 16 May @ 9.30pm
Banquet Hall @ Smock Alley Theatre
Tickets: €22 / €18 Concession

Rex Levitates are delighted to be returning to the
Dublin Dance Festival with Secondary Sources, a new
DDF commission by choreographer Liz Roche that
brings together renowned collaborators and
performers from the US, Australia, New Zealand, UK,
Spain and Ireland. In this new work Roche creates a
tapestry of movements that reflect on the
performers’ embodied connections between primary
and secondary sources of inspiration, exploring the
influences that we carry in our bodies that come from
other people, places and events.

The work began nearly two years ago in New York as
a quartet made during a residency at Movement
Research NY and has been developing ever since
through an on-going process between Liz Roche and
an exceptional group of dancers/collaborators who
are joined in performance by musician/composers
Justin Carroll and Edward RosenBerg with lighting by
Nick McCall and costumes by Jeni Roddy.

Developed with the support of the Arts Council, DDF,
Dance Ireland, Movement Research and Dublin City
Council.

Secondary Sources will also be performed at
Dráiocht, Blanchardstown on 19 May and the
Daghdha Space Limerick presented by Belltable Arts
Centre on 21 May.

Katherine O’Malley is conducting a 5-day research
with an invited group of dancers to explore
physiological states, functions and forms in her
practice and process. This will take place from 24 to 28
May at DanceHouse.

THE ARK 
MonStreS
13 – 15 May
Tickets: Public: €10 / €8 Concession 
Schools: €6.50 / €4.50 Concession
www.ark.ie

Join La BaZooKa with dance performance MonStreS, a
unique show co-programmed by The Ark and Dublin
Dance Festival on 13 – 15 May. Inspired by mirrors,
kaleidoscopes and labyrinths, MonStreS is a
fascinating dance show for 4 – 7 year olds. Join us in a
riveting exploration of dance, reflection and lights.
Please note flashing lights are used for a short time
during the performance. 

For more information and booking, please see
www.ark.ie or call our box office on 01 6707788.

THE DANCE INSTITUTE
Summer Courses
19 – 23, & 26 – 30 July
10am – 5pm
DanceHouse
€225 for one week/€395 for two weeks
thedanceinstitute@me.com
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The Dance Institute’s 2010 summer course boasts
teachers from Ireland and abroad and will include
classes and workshops in ballet, jazz, musical theatre,
pointe work, hip hop, pilates, stage make up and
much more. Students have the option to attend both
weeks or one week of their choice. 

Irish teachers include Zoe Ashe-Browne ARAD,
Diarmaid O’Meara BA and Lindsay Ashe-Browne
LRAD ARAD BA. Lindsay is founder of The Dance
Institute.

International teachers include Kamran Bedi BA
(Danced on X Factor, Britain’s Got Talent, Cheryl Cole,
Atomic Kitten, Fergie and in The Bratz Arena Tour),
and Jamie Carter BA (Danced with Scottish Ballet,
Images of Dance, Israel Ballet and currently with
Sarasota Ballet, Florida).

The Dance Institute will be offering drop in classes to
intermediate/advanced students priced at €12 per
class/workshop. For further information visit
www.thedanceinstitute.net or call 087 4152915.

YOUTH BALLET WEST 
Once Upon a Time
02 May
Féile Na Bealtaine 
www.youthballetwest.ie

Youth Ballet West is delighted to have been invited to
perform Once Upon a Time, as part of Féile Na
Bealtaine, Dingle’s Annual Arts Festival on 02 May. The
ballet was originally choreographed by Judith Sibley,
Artistic Director of Youth Ballet West for the Baboro
International Arts Festival for Children and was
enthusiastically received by packed audiences. As a
result of this success in Babero, the same piece has
been invited to open the Cairo International Festival
for Children, in Egypt next year.

Once Upon a Time takes the audience on a
spellbinding journey through many favourite classic
tales, including Snow White, Red Riding Hood and
Goldilocks. Inspired by the vibrant visual images in
these fairytales and set to a magical score by John
Lanchberry, the ballet has been created with the
captive imaginations of children in mind and has
proven to appeal to the inner child in all of us.

Youth Ballet West are very happy to have been
awarded €10,000 from the Arts Council, under its
Annul Programme Grant scheme 2010. 

www.danceireland.ie

OTHER DANCE NEWS

CHOREOGRAPH.NET
Extract from choreography: Raw Thinking - A Body
Moving In Space with Artistic Intent: The Dance of
Joseph Beuys’ by Dr. Gerry Coulter

Before we are anything else we are dancers and
only an approach which embraces this totality can
help us to plumb the depths of the problems of
existence. In making his life into a performance
dance of art Joseph Beuys choreographed his
teaching and his politics into the dance of art.
Among his lessons is that the dance is not merely
a subject for anthropological study but for the
exercise of our personal anthropological powers.
The anthropologist as dancer moves in and out of
time to understand what came before our current
extremes of materialism while imagining us after
a period of great crisis. The Beuysean dance is
ecological and it is at its basis a survival dance.
Beuys was the body as vehicle – the dancer as
time machine bent on inhabiting a better future.

T.R.A.S.H. COMPANY
Auditions
02 & 03 June
Dance House
www.trashweb.nl

T.r.a.s.h. is a dance-theatre company based in the
South of the Netherlands. For their new creation
Disorderly Conduct they are searching for six UK
and Irish performers with professional dance
and/or physical acting background. Rehearsal
period is three and a half months between 04
October 2010 and 04 February 2011. Touring
period is February, March, April and October,
November 2011.

Audition dates:
29 & 30 May, the Place, London (ENG)
02 & 03 June, DanceHouse, Dublin (IRL)
12 & 13 June, T.r.a.s.h studio, Tilburg (NL)

Interested parties are asked to send a five-minute
video-presentation on dvd or a video-link
(preferably through YouTube) that contains a
short personal introduction, an improvisation
showing your physical and textual skills together
with CV, recent picture to audition@trashweb.nl or
post it to Guilherme Miotto, Atelierstraat 129, 5041
AA Tilburg (NL). Please specify which audition you
would like to attend.
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DANCE IRELAND MORNING PROFESSIONAL CLASSES  

03 – 07 May Elena Giannotti Contemporary
10 – 14 May Mariah Maloney Contemporary
17 – 21 May Mariah Maloney Contemporary
24 – 28 May Shannon Cooney Contemporary
31 May – 04 June Elizabeth Corbett Ballet

Fees: DI members: €7 / non-members: €10 per class (Class card available). Time: 10 - 11.30am

For further information: reception@danceireland.ie or 01855 8800

MASTERCLASSES @ DANCEHOUSE, IN ASSOCIATION WITH DDF

12 May Yvonne Rainer Contemporary
13 & 14 May Vicky Shick Contemporary

Fees: €12 (members) / €14 (non-members). Time: 10am – 1pm

INTERNATIONAL GUEST TEACHER @ DANCEHOUSE 

31 May - 04 June Elizabeth Corbett Ballet 

Fees: €12 (members) / €14 (non-members). Time: 10am – 1pm

PROFESSIONAL CLASS AT FIRKIN CRANE with Dance Ireland

Every Wednesday Contemporary Firkin Crane, Cork

Fees: DI members: €7 / non-members: €10 per class. Time: 11am - 12.30pm

For more information: Firkin Crane @ 021 4507487

PROFESSIONAL CLASS AT SIAMSA TÍRE with Dance Ireland

Every Tuesday Contemporary Siamsa Tíre, Tralee, Co. Kerry

Fees: DI Members: €5 / non-members: €8 per class. Time: 10am - 12noon

For more information: Catherine Young @ 087 2660012

MAIDEN VOYAGE PROFESSIONAL CLASS with Dance Ireland

Every Wednesday Contemporary Dance Resource Base Studio

Fees: DI Members: £4 / non-members: £5 per class. Time: 6.30 - 8pm

For more information: Maiden Voyage @ 0044 2890 330925

MYRIAD DANCE PROFESSIONAL CLASS with Dance Ireland

Every Wednesday Contemporary Myriad Dance Studio, Wexford

Fees: DI Members: €8 / non-members: €10 per class. Time: 10am – 12 noon

For more information: Myriad Dance @ 053 9174 665

GALWAY CITY PROFESSIONAL WEEKLY CLASS with Dance Ireland

Every Wednesday Contemporary April 8 to May 27

Fees: DI members: €5 / non members: €8

For venue and time: contact Tanya McCrory on 086 1905 018 or madametwigs@yahoo.com.


